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Editorial

Respiratory  Disorders  During  Sleep:  A  New  Dimension  for  2018�
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Sleep-disordered breathing and sleep apneas in particular are

very common1; they reduce quality of life and are  a  risk fac-

tor for various diseases.2,3 The study of sleep apnea has led to

exponentially more attention being paid to sleep disorders of a

more neurological nature, and also to the indication of home

non-invasive mechanical ventilation in patients with hypoventi-

lation, a phenomenon that inexplicably is not fully associated with

sleep. Moreover, we  now know that sleep should be considered

a sleep/health tandem, like diet and exercise.4 For these reasons,

sleep disorders have gained new importance, and given their preva-

lence and morbidity, must be viewed as a healthcare, social and

economic challenge.5,6

The growing demand to address various sleep disorders has not

been accompanied by  new strategies, and those currently avail-

able may  even be considered outdated. Tertiary hospitals are now

becoming saturated with patients who are undiagnosed or inappro-

priately monitored, a  situation that defies logic, since all healthcare

levels should be involved in  the management of such a common dis-

ease. We  must therefore adjust our thinking to  the changing reality,

and prioritize collaboration between medical professionals, scien-

tists, technicians, data scientists, and patients to identify needs and

improve our understanding, so that the required changes can be

implemented.

Three research concepts must take precedence: (1) basic bench

studies and studies in animal models to elucidate the mechanisms

of sleep disorders; (2) creative and innovative proposals for devel-

oping new processes, and (3) the translation of these advances to

clinical practice in order to improve care at the bedside. The entire
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working environment of the sleep unit (in which the lab  plays only

a small part) has to adapt to the new scenarios.7,8 Sleep science

must be led by accredited professionals with a more comprehensive

perception of sleep, working in  conjunction with extra-hospital

medical services to  improve and develop new procedures. Above

all, we need to adapt our current approach and increase our capacity

for change.7

One of the most important strategic lines of the Spanish Sleep

Group is  the development of this new concept of “sleep entering

a  new dimension”. This important project can be summed up in 4

points: (1) optimization of procedures; (2) network organization;

(3) definition of the best use of information and communication

technologies (ICT), including telemedicine, and (4) perception of

sleep as health, to enable overall changes in  sleep habits. With

regard to the first point, the need for simplified equipment is  unde-

niable, and a working network (primary care, nursing) is essential;

only complex patients should be seen in  hospitals. In  this respect,

the Spanish group, specifically in  Lerida and Caceres, has achieved

positive results, although these are not universally applied due to

problems in  some healthcare settings. Medical technology, far  from

being a  private “black box” available to a selected few, must be  sim-

ple and universal, adapted to the needs of medical professionals,

patients, and above all, society as a  whole. The concept of sleep as

health is  fundamental and must be one of our basic objectives.

All  these factors, and the possibly over-rapid and under-

questioned development of certain techniques (including ICTs),

call for a  critical, possibilist analysis.9 Virtual sleep laboratories,

video conferences, diagnostic procedures, and telematic moni-

toring are  a  reality, but their effectiveness should be confirmed.

For example, initial studies have shown that ICTs, specifically

telemedicine applied to  sleep disorders, can be complicated

to  use.10 We  call this the “technological obstructionism syn-

drome”. To resolve this problem and to progress, we need:

(1) simple equipment and software, and collaboration among

professionals, companies, and patients; (2) personalized and
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appropriate selection of patients, diseases, and even health sys-

tems, to overcome the shortcomings of telemedicine highlighted

in some studies; (3) cost-effectiveness analyses; (4) training

for both professionals and patients and, finally, (5) positive

help from ethics committees to  address the difficult ethical

issues.

If the problems mentioned above are resolved, there is no doubt

that ICT in its various forms will be very useful. Procedures can be

simplified, helping the patient avoid unnecessary trips to centers

and improving their follow-up. However, one should always bear

in mind the key concepts of personalization, understanding and

simplification, and remember that ICTs will not obviate all face-to-

face visits.

As we have seen, sleep involves much more than simple mon-

itoring technology. This new dimension also includes ambitious

projects, such as the sleep/health binomial. The epidemiological

study “Give us your  sleep”, part of the Vitoria mHealth Sleep City

project, will yield significant data that might change the sleep-

ing habits of the population, and help prevent disease and address

factors beyond purely respiratory issues. Harnessing the power of

large data science companies, such as Google, will enable clinicians

to study many patients, although confounding elements may be a

problem.

The first challenges to resolve now are: (1) sleep-disordered

breathing (apneas and hypoventilation, both associated with

mechanical ventilation and telemedicine); (2) sleep in women;

(3) chronobiology; (4) pediatrics; (5) interdisciplinary approaches;

(6) collaboration between different healthcare levels and patients,

and (7) finally, sleep as health. Etiological studies are important

for the application of curative treatments, while telemedicine in

particular can be  used in areas such as patient management and

care. We need a new willingness to focus on sleep. The challenges

are to reach the majority of patients, to  achieve their participa-

tion with cost-effective management, and to view sleep within

a global concept of sickness and health. Respiratory medicine

must incorporate most of these aspects and ensure a  harmonious

coexistence.
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